Chapter 6

Quantitative Imaging Using Autoradiographic
Techniques
Eric G. Solon and Brian R. Moyer

Abstract Autoradiography (ARG) is a powerful, high resolution, quantitative
molecular imaging technique used to study the tissue distribution of radiolabeled
xenobiotics in biological models. ARG involves the close apposition of solid specimens containing radiolabeled substance to a detector layer, such as photographic
emulsions, film, phosphor imaging plates, and direct nuclear imagers/counters and
the two basic types include: Macro-autoradiography, which is imaging of organs,
organ systems, and/or whole-body sections (WBA); and micro-autoradiography
(MARG), which provides localization of radioactivity at the cellular level. The
basic technique is more than 60 years, but it remained largely qualitative due to the
limited linear range of quantification offered by nuclear emulsion detection systems. However, recent technologies have revolutionized the techniques of WBA and
made quantification of radioactivity in tissues possible. WBA and MARG techniques provide drug researchers with quantitative tissue concentration data and a
high resolution visual location of those drug or biologic concentrations in intact
organs, tissues, and cells of laboratory animals. In addition, novel techniques such
as matrix-assisted laser desorption imaging mass spectrometry (MALDI-MSI), and
Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometric (SIMS) imaging can positively identify the
molecular identity and image the spatial distribution of the parent drug and/or their
metabolites in the same samples used for whole-body and micro-autoradiography.
This chapter presents an overview of the techniques and reviews the use of QWBA,
MARG, MALDI-MS, SIMS, and tissue extraction and liquid chromatography/mass
spectroscopy (LC/MS) in the pharmaceutical industry.
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Introduction

Autoradiography (ARG) is an elegant collection of high resolution imaging
techniques that enable the qualitative and now quantitative assessments of drug
localization in tissues and cells or lab animals. The techniques have been used to
support drug discovery and development for over 60 years in both academia and
industry are widely used to study the absorption, distribution, metabolism, and
elimination properties (ADME) of large and small molecule drugs in organs, tissues, and cells of lab animals. The techniques rely on the use of radiolabeled test
compounds, which provide the most accurate method for the quantitative and
qualitative assessment of the parent drug and its metabolites in biological samples.
The use of radiolabeled compounds is the most efficient method for determining
drug disposition and metabolite identification, despite attempts to use nonradioactive techniques. ARG involves the close apposition of solid specimens containing
radiolabeled substance to a detector layer, such as photographic emulsions, film,
phosphor imaging plates, and direct nuclear imagers/counters. The two basic types
include: Macro-autoradiography, which is imaging of radioactivity in organs, organ
systems, and/or whole-body sections and which includes qualitative whole-body
autoradiography (WBA) and quantitative WBA (QWBA); and micro-autoradiography
(MARG), which provides localization of radioactivity at the cellular level. The
basic techniques remained largely qualitative due to the limited linear range of
quantification offered by nuclear emulsion detection systems (e.g., X-ray film).
However, in 1975 phosphor imaging technology (Luckey 1975) revolutionized the
techniques of WBA and made quantification of radioactivity in tissues possible
because it offered a robust method to quantify radioactivity over a wide linear range
(5–6 orders of magnitude). This technique is more accurately referred to as quantitative whole-body autoradiography (QWBA) or also as whole-body autoradioluminography (WBAL) (Potchioba et al. 1995).
The use of radiolabeled compounds is the most efficient tool for quantitatively
examining the ADME properties of drugs, but researchers are attempting to utilize
newer techniques, such as compounds labeled with florescent tags (Mitra and Foster
2008), and mass spectroscopy (MS) techniques despite some limitations. Reliable
and sensitive quantitation of florescent-labeled compounds has not been consistently achieved due to background and matrix effects, and image resolution is much
less than provided by imaging by QWBA. Another limitation of fluorescently
labeled compounds is that sometimes the relatively large florescent tag can alter the
activity and/or binding of the compound due to the size and possible chemical modifications. Consequently, the pharmaceutical activity of each fluorescently labeled
compound should be verified before it is used to study ADME characteristics to
ensure that accurate data will be obtained. Nevertheless, florescent compounds are
widely used as an in vivo imaging tool in drug discovery to screen the localization
of compounds in organs and tumors of xenograft animal models.
Mass spectroscopy is also used to gather ADME information related to quantitation and molecular identification, but its use is also limited (Michnowicz 2011).
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Although MS can provide reliable tissue quantitation, it requires much more work
to get that data because appropriate standards are required and the organ extraction
process, efficiency, and possible matrix effects need to be considered and influence
accurate assessments of tissue concentrations. These issues often confound the true
tissue-level quantitative data, and can’t match the quality of data provided by
radiolabeled compounds and quantitative autoradiography imaging techniques.
However, the techniques of MALDI-MS and SIMS have improved over the past
10–15 years and offer the ability to identify and semi-quantify both parent compounds and/or their metabolites in whole-body and individual tissue sections
(Solon et al. 2010).
For years the use of radiolabeled compounds and QWBA have become the gold
standard for determining tissue distribution characteristics of drugs and it has
remained the best option because it provides the most efficient way to visually
localize and quantify the amount of a chemical entity throughout the body, and in
discreet organs, tissues, and cells of laboratory animals.
WBA, which refers to the original technique developed by Sven Ullberg in the
mid-1950s, relied on a film detection system/imaging system. Dr. Ullberg first published the use of WBA while studying in situ biodistribution of 35S-Penicilin
(Ullberg 1954) in 1954. The basic technique of WBA entails the administration of a
radiolabeled test compound [most often hydrogen-3 (3H) or carbon-14 (14C) isotopes] to labs animals (e.g., rodents and nonhuman primates) followed by euthanasia and freezing the carcasses of animals at different time points after drug
administration. The frozen intact carcasses are cryosectioned (at 30–50 μm thickness) at different levels through the carcass to capture all tissues, and the sections
are imaged en face (in contact) using X-ray film. The technique remained qualitative for about 25 years because film is not a linear detection system that could be
easily used for quantitation. It wasn’t until after 1979 when phosphor imaging technology (Luckey 1975) was used to quantitatively image beta radiation in solid samples. The technology was quickly adopted by large pharmaceutical companies who
applied the technology to well-established WBA techniques that were being used to
supplement organ distribution studies that were performed by organ excision,
homogenization and/or combustion, and liquid scintillation counting (LSC) of
radioactivity. QWBA, which could be performed in much less time (days as opposed
to weeks or months) and provided true tissue-level quantitation, was quickly
adopted and validated by the pharmaceutical industry (Coulston and Carr 2000;
Solon and Kraus 2002) and it has all but replaced the classical analysis of organ
homogenates by LSC. QWBA is now widely accepted as the best technique to
determine the tissue distribution of new drug entities and it is accepted by regulatory agencies around the world.
MARG is a qualitative autoradiographic histology technique that utilizes a photographic media for detection (e.g., nuclear/photographic emulsion) to spatially
locate drug-derived radioactivity at the cellular level in organ/tissue samples that
have been removed from lab animals given radiolabeled test compounds. Fresh tissue or organ samples are snap-frozen, cryosectioned (at 4–10 μm thickness) and
exposed to nuclear imaging emulsion that has been applied to glass microscope
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slides (Stumpf 2005). The sections are allowed to expose the emulsion-coated slides
and then the slides are developed like film, stained, and examined under a light
microscope to visually identify the localization of the drug-derived radioactivity at
the microscopic level. This chapter describes the techniques of QWBA, MARG,
MALDI-MS, and SIMS and presents examples of how they have been used in the
pharmaceutical industry.

6.2

 issue Concentration Determinations Using Phosphor
T
Imaging and QWBA

Sven Ullberg, who was the founder of the QWBA technique, first published his
work in 1954 (Ullberg 1954). His original methods begin with the administration of
a radioactive test substance (beta particle emitter) to a lab animal, where typical
doses of radioactivity range from 100 to 200 microcuries (μCi)/kg. The dose of
radioactivity can vary greatly depending on the isotope, dose route, availability of
the radiolabeled material, and/or other considerations, but the radiopurity of the
compound being administered is perhaps the most important considerations because
it is directly related to the accurate quantitation of the compound being studied.
Radiopurity defines the percentage of the test molecule in a preparation that is
radiolabeled versus the percentage of radiolabeled degradation products, and/or
other radioactive contaminants present in a given lot of a radiolabeled test article.
The desired radiopurity of a test compound should be 97 % or higher, whenever
possible, to assure that the quantitative results reflect the amount/concentration of
the test compound (and/or its metabolites), but not degradation products and/or contaminants. The in vivo stability of the radiolabel on the compound of interest is also
very important so that the quantitative results accurately reflect the amount of the
radiolabeled drug and/or its metabolites. In vivo instability of a radiolabeled drug
can be a source of gross over and/or underestimations of the tissue concentrations if
it is not properly characterized for each sample analyzed in a QWBA and/or MARG
study. Stably labeling test molecules with 14C in known positions usually results in
the most reliable test molecules for QWBA and MARG. In contrast, labeling of
small molecules with 3H and large molecules with 125I is often less stable and it is
crucial to monitor their stability in vivo, when quantitative results are needed (Solon
2007). In general, small organic molecules are labeled with 14C, 35S, or 3H, and
larger molecules, such as proteins, and peptides, are labeled using 125I (and sometimes 35S), owing to the related molecular structures (Hahn 1983). It is common for
tritium-labeled drugs to undergo some degree of hydrogen-exchange with water in
vivo (Kim et al. 2004; Hesk and McNamara 2007). Thus, it is important to verify the
stability of the 3H label in vivo by obtaining plasma and/or urine at the time of
euthanasia from the animals being used for QWBA and/or MARG (Kim et al.
2004). The extent of in vivo stability can be determined by measuring the concentration of radioactivity in fresh (wet), and evaporated samples of plasma and/or
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urine obtained from the animals to be analyzed. If radioactivity in the fresh (wet)
samples is more than the dried samples, then it is likely that there was an exchange
of 3H from the 3H-drug with endogenous water and the resulting tissue concentration data obtained by QWBA (and/or dissection and liquid scintillation analysis)
must be interpreted more carefully and/or corrected.
Similar considerations are required when radiolabeling large molecules with 125I,
which is now the case in the biotech industry, where there is increased interest in
determining the ADME characteristics of large molecule biopharmaceuticals. This
has become more important, as researchers now rely on the use of 125I-labeled test
articles and QWBA to determine the tissue distribution of biotech entities, such as
antibodies, peptides, and proteins. Currently, 125I QWBA appears to provide the
highest resolution and most quantitative method for determining tissue distribution
of large molecules because it is either not possible, and/or extremely expensive to
radiolabel these molecules with 14C or 3H. (Although it is also possible to analyze
organ/tissue homogenates with extraction and LC/MS techniques, those assays are
time consuming and require a lot of sample processing, which undoubtedly affects
the accuracy of quantitation.) However, the stability of 125I labeling on large molecules is subject to bio-dehalogenation in vivo, and results in relatively high concentrations of free 125I, which often vary at different time points after dosing (Sinsheimer
and Shum 1981). Therefore, the determination of drug concentrations in tissues
using 125I labeled molecules must be considered as semiquantitative due to the inevitability of measuring free 125I along with the test article. Furthermore, the tissue
concentration data of 125I-labeled compounds obtained for the thyroid, stomach,
kidneys, mammary gland, salivary gland, thymus, epidermis, and choroid plexus
must be interpreted more carefully because these organs contain a sodium-iodide
symporter that is involved in the organification, and/or elimination of free 125I
(Venturi and Venturi 1999). Consequently, they will contain the free and/or organified 125I, which is not drug-related and may provide misleading results. One way to
reduce that effect is to administer non-radiolabeled sodium-iodide to test animals
prior to dosing with the 125I-labeled drug. This reduces the uptake of free 125I into
those tissues, thus reducing the confounding effects on tissue quantitation of the test
drug (Solon 2007). This also may act to shunt free 125I to the kidneys thus facilitating clearance and elimination and reducing the effects of free plasma 125I on tissue
quantitation. Even though this technique will reduce the background “noise” of free
125
I on quantitation, it does not eliminate the effect and the concentrations of free 125I
in the body must be characterized to better understand the true drug-derived concentrations in tissue. To characterize free 125I versus drug-bound 125I, investigators may
use trichloroacetic acid (TCA) protein precipitation of plasma (and sometimes tissues) to determine the ratio of protein-precipitable 125I versus free 125I (Solon 2007).
That ratio can then be used to correct tissue concentrations obtained using QWBA.
This does not account for the further possibility of in vivo binding of free 125I to
animal proteins and/or distinguish between parent drug, metabolites, and degradation products. To address those questions, further analysis of plasma and/or tissues
may be performed using extraction techniques followed by gel-electrophoresis,
thin-layer chromatography, ELISA, and/or specialized mass spectroscopy techniques.
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To these ends, the selection of the radiolabel for a specific test compound for use of
determining drug tissue concentrations is one of the most important steps for
QWBA, and/or any quantitative technique that relies on the use of radiolabeled test
articles. Nevertheless, each step of the process for QWBA is also important for the
accurate quantitation of tissue concentrations and the following descriptions of
QWBA procedures will discuss these considerations.
Each step of processing after animals have been administered the radiolabeled
compound can also effect tissue quantitation, and these include euthanasia, carcasses
freezing, embedding, cryosectioning, section dehydration, exposure to phosphor
imaging plates, image qualification and calibration, and image analysis. The initial
step of euthanasia should be conducted in a manner that will not have detrimental
effects on tissue distribution. One such example is the use of CO2 inhalation for
euthanasia. If a goal of a study is to examine brain concentrations of a drug or biologic, CO2 administration should be avoided as is commonly known to disrupt brain
permeability and the quantitative results may be altered. Thus, most investigators
will use an overdose of a barbiturate and/or inhaled anesthetic such as isoflurane
rather than CO2. In any case, animals are euthanized at different time points after
dosing and their carcasses are snap-frozen for processing. The most common freezing technique for QWBA is performed by submerging the euthanized or deeply
anesthetized animal into a container of hexane and dry ice, which attains a temperature of approximately −70 °C (Solon and Kraus 2002). Freezing times may vary
from lab to lab however, it is generally agreed that the optimal time for rats and mice
(body weights ranging from 30 to 250 g) is 15–30 min and about an hour for larger
animals such as dogs and monkey (body weights ranging from 3 to 6 kg). Animals
may be frozen in a variety of positions (see Fig. 6.1a) ranging from holding the tail
of the animal and dipping it into the hexane–dry ice bath to putting the animal into
some sort of positioning frame in an attempt to maintain body positions, which
enables uniform presentation for sectioning and image analysis in later steps. Frozen
carcasses are then freeze-embedded in a block of embedding media (typically
1–5 % carboxymethylcelluose) and the blocked animal is then cryosectioned in a
large field cryomicrotome. Most animals are sectioned in a saggital orientation for
whole-body sectioning, but in some cases a cross-sectional orientation (ventral to
dorsal) may better serve the investigator and is a more common format for human
PET/SPECT as well as CT and MR imaging. Such may be the case where only head
structures are being studied and serial frontal sections through the head of a rat are
required. In such cases, adjustments may be needed during the embedding procedure to ensure that the head is properly oriented (Caution: carboxymethylcellullose
is relatively opaque). During embedding there is some risk of thawing and so technicians must ensure that the hexane–dry ice bath used for this purpose has been
precooled to facilitate quick freezing of the embedding media. It is also a good
practice to include a set of 3–4 radiolabeled standards at a single concentration (e.g.,
0.5 μCi/g of blood, plasma, or other media) that are placed at intervals alongside of
the carcass into each block to serve as section thickness indicators that will assure
section thickness uniformity for quantitative analysis during image analysis (see
Fig. 6.1b). One tissue that works well for this is the brain where it can be easily
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Fig. 6.1 (a) A rat carcass being frozen in a hexane–dry ice bath. (b) A partially cryosectioned cat
carcass inside a Leica CM3600 Cryomacrocut microtome, blue co-embedded 14C quality control
standards for verifying section thickness. (c) Dehydrating rat whole-body sections on collection
tape. (d) Dehydrated, rat whole-body sections, 14C-blood calibration standards, a phosphor imaging plate and an exposure cassette ready for exposing. (e) The image calibration function screen of
the MCID image analysis software showing how image density values produced by the calibration
standards are plotted against the known concentrations of radioactivity in the co-exposed 14C calibration standards
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homogenized with a radiolabel standard and when cut retains shape and relative
thickness (beta energy attenuation) even under dessication. The use of quality
control standards for verifying section thickness uniformity is important (Solon and
Kraus 2002), especially when there are several different people performing sectioning for a study. This is because of the possibility that different people can produce
sections of different thickness based on how they pull the sections during sectioning. It is important to control for this because if a section is thicker at one end or
another then the resulting quantitation will be compromised and inaccurate. This is
most important when the data will be used for submission to regulatory authorities
and the quality must be assured.
Whole-body sections are collected onto adhesive tape at section thicknesses of
generally 20–50 μm using a large cryomicrotome (e.g., Leica CM 3600®, Nussloch,
Germany) and the sections on tape are dehydrated (usually inside the microtome
chamber by cold sublimation) (see Fig. 6.1c). The handling of dehydrated whole-
body sections during the exposure to phosphor imaging plates is another area that
requires attention. Care must be used to avoid unnecessary bending and/or contact
with the tissue on the tape which can lead to sample loss (flaking and chipping).
A common source of artifacts come from bending sections while handling them
during exposure to imaging plates, X-ray film, and/or direct detectors. For example,
this can result in the relocation of radioactivity from the sample on the collection
tape if the sample undergoes flaking of intestinal contents that may contain particles
of highly radioactive material (e.g., dosing material and/or ingesta containing radioactive bile from the liver) and/or other tissue. Contamination across the whole-body
section can produce images that are difficult to analyze later and may invalidate all
previous work if it is extensive. The dried sections may then be mounted on cardboard backing, and are then placed into exposure cassettes in close contact (en face)
with phosphor imaging plates (or X-ray film), along with a set of radioactive
calibration standards (see Fig. 6.1d).
Calibration standards are typically a series of blood aliquots (or brain as discussed earlier) that have been spiked with radioactivity (Schweitzer et al. 1975) to
produce a range of concentrations (e.g., at 0.0001–10 μCi/g blood). It is important
to realize that the standards used must match the section thickness of the whole-
body sections to be analyzed otherwise the calibration values will not match the
samples and the resulting quantification will be incorrect. Reusable commercially
available calibration standards are available, but must be validated and usually
require recalibration against standards made under the conditions for which they
will be used (i.e., using lab-prepared standards that have been sectioned at the same
thickness used for QWBA and using standards that reflect a similar tissue matrix
such as blood).
Typical sample exposure times for phosphor imaging plates are anywhere from
3 to 7 days for 14C and similar isotopes, but once again this depends on the nature of
the isotope and anticipated amount of radioactivity in the sections. After the appropriate exposure time, the imaging plates are scanned in a phosphor imager. Modern
day phosphor imagers can scan imaging plates at a variety of resolutions (i.e., to
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generate images that have different pixel sizes) that range from 10 to 1,000 μm.
Most labs conducting QWBA studies use a scan resolution of 100 μm, which
produces digital image files that are approximately 15,000 megabytes (for an imaging
plates that measures approximately 40 × 40 cm). However, the size of the acquired
data (image) files depends on the size of the imaging plate used, which can vary
from a plate that is approximately 20 × 20–40 × 40 cm. The higher the resolution, the
larger the file size, and thus the digital data storage capacity of the laboratory must
be considered.
The digital autoradiographic (a.k.a. autoradioluminographs when the image is
obtained using phosphor imaging) images are then accessed using an image analysis software that is capable of analyzing autoradiographic images and several software packages are commercially available. In order for an image to be acceptable
for the determination of tissue concentrations data, the analyst must assure that each
section used to create the image was uniformly thick. An analysis of the density
values obtained from the co-embedded internal section thickness standards that
were collected along with each section facilitates that need. Acceptance criteria,
such as making sure that the image densitometry readings of all internal standards
are within 10 % of each other, can serve that purpose. Only sections that conform to
the criteria established by the lab should be used for image analysis and tissue quantitation or faulty data may be unknowingly obtained. Next, each autoradiograph
must be calibrated such that the densitometry readings of the grey-scale levels
directly relate to the concentration of radioactivity visualized in the image of each
tissue to be analyzed. The phosphor imager used to collect the digital image assigns
a grey-scale density value to individual pixels, which is directly related to the radioactive concentration from the region of the sample. For example, a Typhoon 9410®
(GE Healthcare) has a linear dynamic range of 100,000:1. The pixel and/or mean
pixel density value for a given area of the image can be related to concentrations of
radioactivity in tissue by image analysis software that interpolates the sample density reading from a calibration curve of known radioactivity concentrations from
co-exposed calibration (see Fig. 6.1e).
There are several imaging systems that can be used for the drug in situ distribution analysis of QWBA samples and they include phosphor imaging, which is the
most commonly used today, and direct beta imagers. Phosphor imaging technology
has its limitations, such as sample exposure time, use for 3H or other weak beta
emitters, image resolution (pixel size), lower limits of detection (0.06 dpm/mm2 of
14
C), lower limits of quantitation (~ 2,220 dpm/g/0.5 mm2 image region from sections that are ~ 40 μm thick section), effects and sources of background radiation,
image plate scanning time, and digital image file size and storage (Kolbe and Dietzel
2000). In drug discovery and development, fast sample analysis is an important key
to success and is also one reason why WBA was not used as much before phosphor
imaging which enabled much shorter exposure times. Currently typical exposure
times still require 3–14 days for 14C and 3H, and so there is still room for improvement. Weak beta emitters like 3H usually require a longer exposure time and 7–14
days is routine. Another limitation of phosphor imaging of 3H is the need to use
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special imaging plates that can only be used once because they lack the protective
coating that allows the weak beta to interact with the sensors that is typically present
on plates used to image 14C or higher energy isotopes. Direct imagers such as the
Beta imager (Biospace Mesures, Paris France) have improved this by offering real-
time imaging, without the need for imaging plates, however, even this can require
an overnight acquisition time and often only a few sections from only 1 small animal can be imaged at a time (Breskin 2000). As a result, it can still require about 10
days of imaging time. Furthermore the sample holder can accommodate only about
3–4 whole-rat-body sections, whereas a large format phosphor imaging plate can
image up to 8–10 whole-rat-body sections.
Image resolution is another limitation, but one that may not be a big issue for
imaging at the tissue level. Current phosphor image scanners (made by Fuji, Kodak,
and GE Healthcare) have the capability to scan imaging plates so that an image may
have pixel sizes that are anywhere from 10 × 10–1,000 × 1,000 μm. Thus it is acceptable for determining quantitative data at the tissue level but does not reflect actual
single cell uptake like liquid emulsion methods which are far more intimate with
histologic specimens.
The determination of tissue concentrations from autoradiographic images relies
on the quality of the processes that produced the image, which is why every step of
a QWBA study is important and impacts the quality of the image to be analyzed.
Quantification is performed using image densitometry analysis. A standard curve is
constructed from the integrated responses of densitometry values/mm2 of the pixels
of each image of the calibration standards (that were co-exposed with the sections
imaged) with the known concentrations of radioactivity of each standard (in
μ-Curies [μCi] or mega-Becquerels [MBq] of radioactivity/g of standard) that were
determined using an LSC assay. Figure 6.1f shows a computer screen with a curve
that was obtained from the densitometry values of images of the calibration standards integrated against the known concentrations of radioactivity in each standard.
The concentrations of radioactivity in each standard, and subsequently each tissue,
are determined as μCi/g, or MBq/g, which can then be converted to μg equivalents
of drug per gram sample (μg equiv/g) using the specific activity of the administered
radiolabeled drug (expressed as μCi/mg or MBq/mg). A lower limit of quantification (LLOQ) can then be applied to the data. There are different methods for determining the LLOQ for QWBA analysis and may be based on background
measurements (e.g., 3× the mean of 10 background readings), or using the lowest
calibration standard that can be reliably used on the calibration curve. Response
curves determined for image analysis calibration are often generated using a
weighted, 1st degree, polynomial, linear equation (1/densitometry value/mm2).
A numerical estimate of goodness of fit of the standard values on the curve is often
provided by the image analysis system as a relative error, where the absolute value
for the relative error of each calibration standard is ≤ 0.250 to be accepted.
An example of a standard curve calculation is provided below.
Response = a1 ´ Concentration + a 0
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= Densitometry value as provided by the software /
area of tissue mm 2
Concentration = standard concentration ( in µCi / g or MBq / g )
a1 = slope
a 0 = y - intercept
Response

The relative error for each standard is calculated using the standard curve
according to:
Relative Error =

nominal concentration (µCi / g) − calculated concentration (µCi / g)
nominal concentration (µCi / g)

Individual tissue sample concentrations are then calculated according to:
Concentration (µg equivalents / g of tissue ) =

Concentration from std. curve (µCi / g)
Specific Activity (µCi / g)

An LLOQ and upper limit of quantitation (ULOQ) can be based on the lowest
(e.g., 0.0001 μCi/g) and highest (e.g., 10 μCi/g) standards used in the calibration
curve. The equation used to determine the LLOQ and ULOQ would then be:
LLOQ =

Density − Standard (e.g., 0.0001 µCi / g)
Specific Activity (in µCi / µg)

ULOQ =

Density − Standard (e.g., 10 µCi / g)
Specific Activity (in µCi / µg)

The LLOQ may also be determined as a function of the background where 2×
and 3× background are used; however, this may affect the determination of tissue
pharmacokinetic data due to the acceptance or rejection of data that is considered to
be below the LLOQ (Solon and Lee 2002).
Tissue concentrations are obtained selecting regions of interest of the autoradiograph that correspond to each tissue of interest and therefore it relies on the use of
an image analysis system that is capable of precisely sampling regions of an autoradiograph that corresponds to each tissue of interest. The person performing the
image analysis needs to have a very good knowledge of animal anatomy, interpreting tissue distribution patterns and artifacts, and possess a complete knowledge of
the entire process so that they can recognize such things as improper dosing, freezing, sectioning, section melting or faulty dehydration, and section thickness
inconsistencies.
At this point it is worth discussing the image analysis software used for QWBA.
To date, there are only about three major providers of software that are being
used for industrial pharmaceutical QWBA analysis. The three most popular
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software systems being used for QWBA are AIDA™ (Raytest Isotopenmessgeräte
GmbH, Straubenhardt, Germany), Seescan 2™ (LabLogic Systems Limited,
Sheffield, UK), and MCID™ (InterFocus, Linton, UK). These software packages
offer good image sampling tools, region of interest (ROI) tracking, and powerful
algorithmic calibration features that lend themselves to use for regulatory purposes.
Image contrasting features also help to identify tissues with very low or very high
concentrations during image analysis. One recent improvement made by Raytest in
their AIDA™ software is that which easily co-registers the autoradioluminograph
with a color image of the actual whole-body sections (obtained from a conventional
scanner). This enables the user to identify regions to quantify on the color image of
the actual section while the software samples the autoradioluminographic image.
This is useful when tissue concentrations are very low, and for beginner autoradiographers, who may be less experienced in sampling autoradiographs. However, it can
lead the analyst into a false sense of security where artifactual radioactivity can
contaminate adjacent regions of the specimen and, if careful attention is not paid,
the analyst can easily and unknowingly sample regions that have been contaminated
with high radioactivity, thus obtaining inaccurate results. Another feature offered by
AIDA™ and Seescan2™ are extra features that help address regulatory compliance
issues with the capability to add notes and secure audit trails to aid in documentation. All three systems have procedures in place to maintain data integrity to match
quantitative values to specific regions of the images sampled.

6.3

 he MARG Technique and Theoretical Feasibility
T
of Tissue Concentration Determinations

Micro-autoradiography is a histological technique where radioactivity from within
a small cellular, tissue, or organ sample is imaged using a glass microscope slides
that have been coated with a photographic emulsion to record the spatial distribution of radioactivity at the cellular level. The first micro-autoradiographic data were
produced by Lacassagne in 1924 (Lacassagne and Lattes 1924), which led to further
work by Bélanger and Leblond (Bélanger and Leblond 1946), who poured liquid
photographic emulsion onto histological sections to reveal the location of radioactive substances in the tissues. Joftes and Warren (1955) revised that technique and
dipped slides into photographic emulsion, which gained wide use due to its ease of
manipulation and reproducibility. Although, if diffusible radiolabeled compound
are utilized, not unlike many pharmaceutical drugs, the results can be questionable
due to the relocation of the radiolabeled substance, which results in relocation artifacts that can confound results and thus has discouraged its use in the pharmaceutical industry. However, in 1964 Appleton (Appleton 1964) first developed the
technique of collecting cryosections onto slides covered with strips of dried emulsion using a thaw mounting technique. This required tissue sectioning and collection to be conducted in a darkroom and under safelight conditions, which required
a high level of skill. The use of cryopreservation and cryosectioning remains critical
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to the study of diffusible substances because it maintains the spatial locale of the
radiolabeled substance in the matrix whereas liquid tissue fixation steps often solubilize and relocate diffusible test articles. However, when substances are tightly
bound to cellular structures (e.g., receptor proteins), positive results may still be
obtained from samples processed using conventional histology techniques. Further
refinement of MARG techniques occurred during the 1960s by Caro (Caro 1961)
and shortly after by Stumpf and Roth (Stumpf and Roth 1964) who made additional
improvements to establish receptor autoradiography as a more reliable technique.
This established the basis for the current MARG techniques. Numerous elaborations on the techniques have been presented by different investigators (Nagata
1997), but the basic principals have remained unchanged for > 40 years. Today, as
in the past, the MARG technique is very difficult to master, which continues to
hamper its use. Researchers must use caution when reviewing the literature and
relying on articles that used the emulsion dipping technique and claim quantitative
data.
MARG begins with the administration of a radiolabeled substance (typically 3H,
14
C, 35S, or 125I) to lab the animal, which is then euthanized, exsanguinated, and tissues are dissected and snap-frozen in isopentane that is chilled with liquid nitrogen.
The tissue is then cryosectioned at −20 °C (or the optimal cutting temperature for
a given tissue/organ), to obtain 4–10 μm thick sections. Then, under darkroom
conditions, sections are thaw-mounted onto dry glass microscope slides that have
been pre-coated with nuclear photographic emulsion. The slides are placed into a
light-tight box with desiccant and allowed to expose for an appropriate amount of
time. Figure 6.2 presents a pictorial summary of the methods used for MARG. The
collection of cryosections onto dry, pre-coated slides, while under darkroom conditions, is a key step developed by Appleton and it eliminates the possibility of
diffusion of soluble compounds, which can happen during slide and section dipping into an aqueous emulsion (Baker 1989). Following exposure, the slides are
developed in a manner similar to developing photographic film before being stained
using conventional histological staining protocols. This may include immunostaining techniques that can provide positive co-localization of drug-derived radioactivity
to known cell types, receptors, and/or other structures/markers for which antibody
staining protocols exist (Stumpf 2003).
In theory it is possible to determine the amount of radiolabeled compound in
MARG preparations and there are several examples in the literature of investigators
attempting to obtain quantitative data from MARG preparations. A few methods
have been proposed to determine subcellular concentrations of drugs. These methods, which date back to the late 1960s, have been presented in books by Stumpf
(Stumpf 2003) and Baker (Baker 1989). One of the earliest methods, which was
known as the “Restricted Method” was based on the analysis of structures of similar shape and size (Salpeter et al. 1969) and was used to describe the distribution
of silver grains in sections of 3H-noradrenalin labeled nerve terminals.
A second “Restricted Method” was also based on the analysis of structures of similar
shape, but dissimilar sizes (Downs and Williams 1984). This method established a
“universal curve” and required that the two-dimensional structures associated with
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Fig. 6.2 (a) Snap-freezing of fresh tissue sample on a cryostat sample holder. (b) A Leica CM3050
Cryostat for cryosectioning of sample and collection onto slides pre-coated with emulsion. (c) Dip
Miser slide coating cup (Electron Microscopy Sciences, Inc.), Kodak emulsion, black slide exposure box, Drierite desiccant and a coated slide. Slides are dipped into liquid emulsion heated in the
Dip Miser and allowed to dry. Sections are collected onto the pre-coated slides and tissue sections
are exposed in a sealed black slide box with desiccant at 4 °C. (d) Slides are developed using
Kodak Developer and Fixer. (e) Slides may be stained as usual. (f) Examples of slides that have
been stained; note the bottom slide shows how emulsion picks up stain, while the upper slide has
no emulsion coating (from Solon, in Braddock 2012)

radioactivity were of similar shape. An “Unrestricted Method” or “Circle Method”
was developed by Williams in 1969 (Williams 1969). This tested the hypothesis
that radioactivity was randomly distributed and it ascribed values for relative concentrations. It also attempted to account for a lack of precision of the restricted
models. A second “Unrestricted Method” known as the “Hypothetical Grain”
method was developed by Blackett & Parry in 1973 (Blackett and Parry 1973). This
method has five stages that include: (1) overlay screen preparation, (2) collection of
“hypothetical grains” and construction of a “Cross-fire” matrix, (3) collection of
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real-grain data, (4) fitting of hypothetical and real-grain data using chi-square, and
(5) modification of the matrix until an “acceptable fit” is obtained.
Each of these methods claimed to be able to estimate the number of molecules in
subcellular regions if the specific silver grain yield (average number of disintegrations to produce 1 silver grain) was determined. The proposed calculations consider
exposure time, specific activity, silver grain yield (dependent on sample uniform cut
method conditions), section thickness, volume of the compartment, and “other
parameters”, which are very difficult to control due to the various artifacts inherent
in this very sensitive technique. High sensitivity techniques require extremely consistent and careful preparation, especially because the current MARG techniques
rely on many manual and “artful” steps. The uniformity of the detection media (i.e.,
the production and use of manually emulsion-coated slide) is unknown and not
characterized in all examples reviewed in the literature. Tissue absorption of radioactivity is also rarely considered or characterized and the number of cells counted/
quantified must be sufficient for robust statistical analysis. Variable background and
background subtraction can also invalidate results. There are no tissue section thickness quality control standards and/or internal calibration standards used in MARG.
Changes in daily cosmic and background radiation can adversely affect the results
of an entire study, which can take weeks to months to obtain. Furthermore there are
no internal standards, and/or calibrators to assure the quantitative results are valid,
so the technique is often dismissed when scrutinized by scientists in other bioanalytical disciplines. In short, most pharmaceutical researchers do not have the
resources available to develop routine MARG procedures to enable and/or validate
MARG as a quantitative technique, thus its use in the pharmaceutical industry has
been limited.
In the future, technology may help to solve some of these problems if the detection media (e.g., emulsions) can be more uniformly produced and made to have
inherently linear quantitation. Technology may also help to develop easier methods
of collecting uniformly thick tissue sections that can be automatically mounted onto
slides for processing. Although this would be quite a challenge due to the varying
matrices to be sectioned (e.g., hard bone, adipose, and eyes). Dependable micro-
sized calibration and quality control standards that can be co-exposed with every
section would also need to be developed to assure reproducibility of quantitation.
Finally, new methods would need to enable a significant reduction in the amount
and types of artifacts that are produced. Currently, the following types of artifacts
must be controlled: (1) effects on emulsion by slight variations in light, humidity,
temperature, tissue characteristics, fixation, freezing, chemicals, pH, developer,
fixer, and miscellaneous debris in developer solutions; (2) tissue condition (e.g.,
freezing technique, fixation, autolysis, sectioning temperature, improper section
mounting); (3) light leaks; (4) latent image fading; (5) reticulation of emulsion;
(6) positive chemography; (7) negative chemography; (8) deviations of pH in processing fluids; (9) pressure artifacts; (10) ice crystals on knife; (11) crystalline
deposits from developing process (Stumpf 2003). Some of these are more easily
controlled than others, but together they require a high level of skill by the analyst
to overcome and the presence of any can invalidate months of work. Until methods
and/or technologies can be developed that can better control tissue section and
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emulsion uniformity and also reduce the sources of and occurrence of artifacts, the
current technique will remain strictly qualitative and will prove to be daunting for
routine use in pharmaceutical discovery and development. The lack of new developments in MARG methods have continued to make MARG an underutilized technique in drug discovery and development, but when performed correctly the results
can be of utmost value in promoting a drug candidate and in answering some pivotal
questions for pharmaceutical investigators.

6.4

Tissue Concentration Determinations Using MALDI-MS

As previously discussed QWBA is an established technology for assessing pharmacokinetic and distribution properties of radiolabeled drug candidates in laboratory
animals and is therefore widely applied in pharmaceutical research, but those results
reflect total radioactivity and do not positively identify the compound(s), which
could be parent drug and/or a metabolite(s). For this reason, QWBA data are often
combined with compound identification data obtained from tissue extracts and other
bioanalytical techniques, such as LC/MS/MS. LC/MS identification is either based
on the exact mass of the analyte, or more often by fragmenting the ions in the MS
instrument and measuring the specific fragment ion pattern (also termed MS/MS).
In contrast to WBA, this technology delivers high identification specificity, but spatial resolution is limited to the size of the tissue sample being homogenized and
extracted. To that end, the combination of the two techniques is used to gain specific
compound and metabolite distribution information.
Over the last 20 years a relatively new technology called matrix-assisted laser
desorption ionization mass spectrometric imaging (MALDI-MSI) (McDonnell and
Heeren 2007) has been developed and is beginning to be used by the pharmaceutical
industry to support ADME studies (Rohner et al. 2005; Stoeckli et al. 2007; Khatib-
Shahidi et al. 2006). The technology combines the advantages of two techniques:
The spatial resolution and quantitative capabilities of QWBA, and the compound
identity specificity of mass spectrometry. MALDI-MSI may utilize the same whole-
body or individual organ sections obtained from lab animals given either a radiolabeled and/or a non-radiolabeled compound. First, the sections must be dehydrated
before the introduction in the vacuum chamber of the mass spectrometer, and second, the analytes must be transferred to the gas phase and ionized to allow a measurement. Thousands of mass spectra are acquired from a raster of positions over
the sample. These spectra are assembled into a data set, from which one can extract
multiple specific distributions of a particular mass. From the selection of available
surface desorption mechanisms, MALDI (Karas et al. 1987) is currently most widespread. The MALDI technique requires a matrix in order to desorb and ionize the
analytes from the surface upon impact of laser pulses. From the wide variety of
different matrices and matrix application protocols, the manual application of
α-cyano-4-hydroxycinnamic acid solution using a conventional thin-layer chromatography sprayer represents a robust and reproducible method.
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Fig. 6.3 Comparison of WBA and MALDI-MSI results obtained from the same compound-dosed
animal. MALDI MSI allows distinguishing between compound (red ) and its metabolites (green,
co-localized with compound yellow ), label-free and simultaneous (Taken from Solon et al. 2010)

If properly applied, this matrix leads to excellent sensitivity for a large number
of compounds desorbed from tissue sections. The matrix-coated sections are then
rastered over with a laser in the mass spectrometer, acquiring either spectra over the
mass range of interest or multiple MS/MS spectra of the analytes of interest. The
latter mode is especially suited for simultaneous imaging of a compound and its
metabolites since both are often known in advance and, in addition, MS/MS images
offer a high confidence in the specificity of the result. Such an image acquisition
may take from 10 min up to several hours, depending on the imaging resolution.
A typical experiment on a rat section with a raster of 0.5 mm takes about 1 h.
The dataset is visualized and analyzed using dedicated software written by the
author, which is available for free download at http://www.ms-imaging.org. For
each of the masses of interest a specific MS image is calculated and displayed similar to WBA images. The advantage of MSI is its high specificity, which allows the
assignment of exact distributions for any analyte of choice. Images of multiple analytes may also be combined in a single red-green-blue image to allow an information-
rich display of the distribution data (Fig. 6.3).
MALDI-MSI offers unmatched sensitivity and allows ionization of a wide
substance range and, in addition, a broad selection of commercial instruments is
available. Two major advantages of this technology include: radiolabeled compounds are not required because the mass and the fragmentation pattern are intrinsic
properties of each molecule, which are detected by the mass spectrometer; and a
mass spectrometer can acquire full spectra (or multiple MS/MS transitions) from
the same sample, which allows for the simultaneous analysis of hundreds of analytes. These key advantages have inspired the development of the technology, which
was specifically developed to examine drug distribution studies. The label-free
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simultaneous detection of parent drug, and its metabolites has offered a powerful
alternative to the well-established technologies of quantitative autoradiography.
Alternative desorption technologies suitable for mass spectroscopy imaging
(MSI), which includes surface sampling (Van Berkel et al. 2008), and desorption
electrospray (Wiseman et al. 2008) are also being developed, but will not be discussed here. Secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) (Burns 1982) operates in a
different spatial resolution regime and is described in the following section.
MS images obtained by the process described above do not consider analyte
specific ion suppression effects by the biological matrix and therefore give only
qualitative information on the analyte distribution. Since these suppression effects
can by quite dramatic (up to 95 % signal loss were observed), additional experiments are required to evaluate and compensate for these effects. One method
(Stoeckli et al. 2007) is to measure a control section homogeneously coated with
compound. The resulting image displays the analyte suppression at every single
location. This information, together with an internal standard spiked on the section
of the dosed animals, allows a quantitative assessment of the analyte concentration.
This method compensates suppression at the tissue level and not on single pixels,
since all the pixels in the same tissue are normalized by the same correction factor
obtained in the control experiment. A more accurate quantification can be achieved
by coating sections with a stable isotope-labeled analyte before processing and then
calculating the peak ratio for each pixel.
The need to obtain quantitative spatial bioanalytical data by MSI has increased
over the past few years and new methods have been developed to address the limitations of quantification using MSI. Specifically, improvements are needed for reproducibility, tissue-specific ion suppression, and molecule-specific ionization yield. A
recent advance in tissue quantitation of parent drug and metabolites using MALDI-
MSI and radiolabeled compounds has been developed and is known as the “Modified
Approach” (Hamm et al. 2012; Stauber 2012). The “Modified Standard” approach,
which uses a radiolabeled compound (or an analog molecule with similar properties
as the target molecule to normalize its signal on tissue or on the slide), and a calibration curve obtained using same conditions has enable scientists at Imabiotech, Inc.
to quantify the amount of molecules within tissue while addressing the limitations
of MSI. Currently this approach has only been successful using compounds with
molecular weights of > 3,000 Da, but with further refinement the ability to quantify
small molecules may be realized.

6.5

Tissue Concentration Determinations Using SIMS

In recent times SIMS-MSI has offered a complementary or alternative method to
MALDI-MSI for the acquisition of higher spatial resolution images directly from
biological tissue, although the technology has been used for several years in analysis of surface films and polymers. SIMS has been used successfully for the bioanalysis and imaging of tissues and cells with sub-micrometer spatial resolution and
with a minimum amount of sample preparation (Heeren et al. 2006).
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The SIMS ionization process utilizes a beam of ions that are directed to desorb
ions from atoms, clusters, and molecules on a tissue surface that are then measured
by quadrupole or time of flight mass spectrometry. The tissue material is removed
by sputtering and is thus locally destroyed to obtain material for analysis. The sputtered products include atoms, molecules, and molecular fragments characteristic of
the surface composition within each sample sputtered by the ion beam. Sensitivity
is achieved by the secondary ion sputtering process and yields depend upon the
nature, energy and incident angle of the primary ion beam as well as the properties
of the target tissue and the application of any yield enhancement steps such as a
metal or organic matrix coating (McDonnell et al. 2006). Images are then acquired
at a resolution of a few hundred nanometers due to the use of primary ion sources
that can be focused to spot sizes of ≤ 50 nm, which is far superior to that of
MALDI-MSI.
The steps of SIMS image analysis and acquisition include: sample preparation of
the sample (i.e., sectioning of tissues, freeze fracturing of cells to provide samples
stable under high vacuum conditions which are required for SIMS analysis); ionization of the sample by the primary ion beam; mass separation (predominantly by
TOF); ion detection in positive or negative polarity modes; and data handling and
image processing.
The techniques requires the use of polyatomic ion sources such as Aun+, Bin+,
SF5+ and C60+ , which are commercially available, are easy to use, and which have
long half-lives (Walker 2008). These ion sources produce larger secondary ion
yields, thus reducing sample damage, and subsequent molecule fragmentation in
comparison to the traditionally used liquid metal ion sources, such as gallium and
indium, which produce fewer peaks above m/z 100 (Nagy et al. 2005). This increase
in mass range means SIMS-MSI is ideally applicable for drug, metabolite, and lipid
analysis.
SIMS technology is available in two platforms: static SIMS and dynamic SIMS.
Static SIMS uses a low intensity primary ion beam, which removes a few monolayers of the surface, but generates larger mass fragments. Dynamic SIMS utilizes a
higher intensity primary ion beam, which results in an increased secondary ion production, but with increased fragmentation of molecular species. SIMS can also be
used for depth profiling analysis of tissues because it destroys surface through analysis thus resulting in the sputtering of species from deeper within the tissue sample
(Todd et al. 2001). However, issues may occur such as with brain tissue analysis
where deeper profiling was not possible due to low lipid concentrations at deeper
levels (Jones et al. 2007).
Sample-coating methods, which have the potential to significantly increase the
secondary ion yield, and thus the sensitivity of the analysis as well as enabling the
ionization of larger lipids and peptides (Touboul et al. 2007), and two methods
known as matrix-enhanced SIMS (ME-SIMS) and metal-assisted SIMS (MetA
SIMS) have been used successfully. The application of an organic acid matrix has
been shown to significantly increase the signal intensity of larger analytes directly
from tissue (McDonnell et al. 2006), and for larger molecules (>5 kDa) the signal to
noise ratio of ME-SIMS drops dramatically in comparison to MALDI (Heeren et al.
2006). Intact proteins, that have been purified and are at high concentrations, have
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been observed up to 17 kDa, thus sample preparation is important, especially regarding the ultimate crystal size of the matrix, and its application method, which may
become the limiting step for high spatial resolution imaging analysis. It is important
to note that for ME-SIMS the ion yields will be determined by the matrix application process (i.e., tissue extraction and co-crystallization), and thus there is a significant loss of surface specificity in relation to the regular “surface sputtering” SIMS.
Studies have shown that coating the sample with a thin layer of metal (typically
in the region of 1–5 nm) such as silver or gold increases the secondary ion yield of
intact molecular ions (McDonnell et al. 2005). Conclusive reasoning for this is as of
yet unconfirmed although the migration of analytes onto metal “nano islands” and
the ability of the metal to act as a catonizing species (Delcourte and Bertrand 2004;
Keune and Boon 2004; Delecorte et al. 2003) have been proposed. As the metal is
sputter coated onto the tissue there is no risk of analyte spreading and thus loss of
spatial information which may occur with the application of a wet organic matrix.
The main problem encountered with MetA SIMS is the observation of ions in the
resulting spectra in the form of metal adducts which may prove difficult to assign to
specific analytes and analyte fragments.

6.6

Drug Discovery Case Studies

WBA (and to a much lesser extent MARG) has been used in the pharmaceutical
industry since it was first introduced in the mid-1950s; however, it was not used
extensively because it usually took weeks to months to obtain the images, which
could be only for qualitative use. Autoradiographs often supported organ homogenate LSC data and only provided clues about the relative distribution to tissues,
which were not be provided by LSC of organ homogenates. In the late 1980s large
pharmaceutical companies and a limited number of large contract research organizations began developing and using phosphor imaging and WBA in drug discovery
to help answer questions related to drug discovery, but it was not widely used by the
industry because the instrumentation was very expensive. In the early to mid-1990s
the Society for Whole-Body Autoradiography (SWBA) and the European
Autoradiography Club (now called the European Society for Autoradiography
[ESA]) raised awareness about the value of WBA and QWBA in pharmaceutical
research, and regulators began asking for these studies to support drug registration.
At the 1994 meeting of the SWBA, the utility of QWBA was obvious and presentations ranged from the disposition of 14C-β-guanidinoproprionic acid in rats2 to the
determination of [14C]risedronate in rat bone (Solon et al. 2010). The use of MARG
was also discussed at these early meetings and several examples were presented by
scientists from Monsanto, and labs at SUNY Stony Brook and Brookhaven National
Laboratory, the latter of which discussed the use of MARG to study the prevention
of renal ischemia using 99Tc-RGD peptide. Although many of these presentations
were rarely published, abstracts were circulated and word of mouth quickly spread
about the use of QWBA and MARG to scientists in the field. Since then the use of
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QWBA and MARG to support drug discovery efforts has increased and it is now
commonly used to screen lead compounds for progression to development and to
answer specific questions related to tumor, brain, and skin penetration, fetal transfer, tissue retention, unusual routes of elimination (ocular, intestinal, saliva, sweat,
hair), hormone/enzyme redistribution due to drug affects, effects of enzyme
induction/inhibition, drug–drug interactions, formulation comparisons, in vivo
compound solubility, differential metabolite distribution, and interspecies comparisons to name a few.
Discovery ADME studies are often designed to include two groups of animals.
One group (n = 3) is used to determine mass balance and excretion patterns and
another group to determine tissues distribution. The samples obtained from these
experiments can also be used to examine metabolism profiles and identification.
A typical group for QWBA analysis, which may utilize only 4–6 rats, may include
both oral (PO) and intravenous (IV) dose routes. Usually there is only one animal
per time point and a few time points post-dose (typically at the expected time of
expected maximal plasma concentration and 24 h post-dose), but this can provide a
wealth of information. These studies may also include a third group of animals to
provide individual tissues for possible MARG analysis, which could be conducted
at any time during discovery and/or development. A separate group of animals to
supply tissue samples for MARG is needed because the freezing step used for
QWBA is relatively slow and leads to poor microscopic morphology.
Discovery ADME studies are valuable because they not only help to answer
specific questions, but they also provide a snap-shot of overall tissue distribution
that can be used to better design a more definitive tissue distribution study and can
alert toxicologists and pathologists to potential safety issues. The image data can
also be used later on during drug candidate selection to choose the discovery candidate with the best tissue distribution profile and/or to follow-up on new questions
that often arise during discovery and development.
There has been a resurgent interest in the use of MARG in drug discovery, especially in the areas of ocular (Solon et al. 2010), brain (Solon 2007), and skin
(Rauvast and Mavon 2006) distribution, where low but efficacious tissue concentrations can be localized at the cellular level to help scientists understand the action
of their test compounds. This resurgence has been partially attributed to the availability of MARG as a contract service because the technique requires highly
skilled scientists who are enabled to maintain their expertise by performing the
procedures on a routine basis. The use of MARG requires a technical and scientific
understanding of histology, drug disposition, and the use of radioactivity. Histology
expertise normally fall into the Toxicology/Pathology departments of pharmaceutical companies, and the use of radioactivity is unfamiliar and often not allowed.
As a result, these studies are usually conducted in a drug metabolism/pharmacokinetic (DMPK) department where the scientists are familiar with using radioactivity, but unfortunately most do not have a good understanding of histology and/or
anatomy and physiology. This is another reason that MARG has been underutilized in the pharmaceutical industry. QWBA and MARG have been used to study
a variety of compounds that include antibodies, liposomal compounds,
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nanoparticles, oligonucleotides, peptides, proteins, radiopharmaceuticals, and
small organic molecules (Solon 2007).
QWBA is an excellent tool to understand how chemical entities are absorbed
and eliminated from not only the body, but most importantly into and out of discreet tissue compartments, which includes target organ(s)/tissue(s). Many researchers are familiar with the analysis and utility of plasma PK as an indicator of drug
exposure, however target tissue PK profiles are often very different from plasma
PK. Discovery QWBA and MARG studies can help scientists by providing in situ
drug concentration data specifically for target tissues. In addition to gaining information about tissue PK, QWBA not only provides information about renal and biliary excretion, but it also reveals unanticipated routes such as intestinal secretion,
hair, tears, salivia, seminal fluid, lymphatic fluid, cerebrospinal fluid, and/or sweat.
Figure 6.4 shows an example of a drug that was observed to be secreted into the
intestinal lumen after an IV dose. This small study was conducted to investigate
why radioactivity was observed in feces of bile-duct cannulated rats given a single
IV dose of a radiolabeled drug in a discovery mass balance study (Solon et al.
2002). QWBA showed drug-derived radioactivity in the intestinal tract at early
time points, which indicated a small, but significant portion of the drug-derived
radioactivity was being secreted directly into the lumen of the gastrointestinal tract
as well as in bile and urine.
QWBA has been used to examine the distribution of xenobiotics through placental transfer into the fetus and the same samples have also been used for analysis of
metabolites that are present in various tissues to provide detailed information about
the ADME profile of a test article. An example of this is a study of fetal and maternal tissue distribution of 14C-azidothymidine (14C-AZT) after a single intravenous
administration to a pregnant female rat (Solon 2007). QWBA revealed differential
distribution of 14C-AZT-derived radioactivity in fetal and maternal brain and liver
(Fig. 6.5). Concentrations of radioactivity in fetal brain and liver were higher than
in the adult. Fetal and maternal tissues were also obtained by necropsy of an additional pregnant rat for MARG and metabolite profiling by radio-HPLC. Figure 6.6
shows the MARG results which revealed the histological details of the different
localization patterns.
To further characterize the different patterns of distribution, samples of fetal and
maternal brain and liver were homogenized, extracted, and analyzed by radio-HPLC
to obtain a metabolite profile of each tissue and differences were identified (Fig. 6.7).
Further analysis using mass spectroscopy techniques can provide identification of
these metabolites. This combined approach can help answer questions regarding
pharmacokinetics, pharmacodynamics, and toxicology.
A second example of using this combined approach was demonstrated in a
proof of concept study that was conducted to demonstrate how a small integrated
study could provide preliminary ADME data related to Paclitaxel (Taxol) and its
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Fig. 6.4 Intestinal secretion. Autoradiograph of bile-duct cannulated rats given an IV dose of a
14
C-labeled drug. QWBA demonstrated intestinal secretion as an unanticipated route of elimination. The red color in the gastrointestinal (GI) tract is a high amount of drug-derived radioactivity
(from Solon et al. 2002)
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Fig. 6.5 Whole-body autoradioluminographs of a pregnant rat (top) and a 17-day-old fetus
(bottom) showing differential distribution of 14C-AZT-derived radioactivity in liver and brain (from
Solon 2007)

metabolites by combining QWBA, liquid chromatography and flow through
scintillation radiodetection (LC/FSD), and liquid chromatography and dual mass
spectroscopy (LC/MS/MS) (unpublisheds data, Solon). 14C-Taxol was given to four
rats and blood, plasma, excreta and carcasses were collected for analysis of excretion and tissue distribution patterns. Samples of liver, kidney, spleen, heart, lung,
skeletal muscle, and bone marrow were collected from the carcasses during sectioning for QWBA and were extracted and analyzed by LC/MS/MS to identify metabolites in tissues and plasma at each time point post-dose. Figure 6.8 shows the QWBA
results, which showed differential distribution of drug-related radioactivity in the
kidney, liver, and brain at the later time points, which was helpful in further elucidating the metabolism.
QWBA also showed relatively high concentrations in the central nervous system
and testis, which prompted further analysis that identified potentially neurotoxic
metabolites. LC/FSD/MS/MS data showed that low specific activity hindered LC/
FSD profiling; however, the absolute amounts of drug-derived compounds were
adequate for LC/MS/MS identification and two hydroxylated metabolites were
found in low amounts in the liver, lung, kidney, and blood and an unknown
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Fig. 6.6 Photomicroautoradiographs of the cellular localization of 14C-AZT-derived radioactivity
in the brain and liver of a pregnant rat (top left and right, respectively) and in the brain and liver of
a 17-day-old fetus (bottom left and right, respectively) (Hematoxylin & Eosin Stain, 400×;
ML = Molecular Layer, GL = Granular Layer, WM = White Matter, PC = Purkinje Cells) (from
Solon 2007)

metabolite was found in urine. The developmental toxicity of Taxol has been known
for over a decade before this proof of concept study was conducted however the
exact cause has not been known for several more years. If a complete radiolabeled
ADME study was run during the development of Taxol the metabolite ID and profiling may have pointed out this liability very early on development.
Understanding the clearance of compounds is paramount to developing a new
drug and QWBA is an excellent technique that shows clearance and/or retention
from every compartment of the body and as such it is useful in identifying tissue(s)
that may pose a potential safety risks. Figure 6.9 shows an example of how QWBA
analysis of two rats clearly demonstrated the retention of a discovery drug candidate
that showed poor recovery in a discovery mass balance study. In this example,
plasma data alone showed clearance from that compartment within 24 h, but QWBA
images and tissue concentration data showed retention of drug-derived radioactivity
in practically all tissues and no further work was conducted on developing the
compound (Solon et al. 2002).
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Fig. 6.7 Radiochromatographs showing the metabolite profiles obtained from maternal and fetal liver and brain samples after a single intravenous administration of 14C-AZT
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Fig. 6.8 Autoradiographs of 14C-Taxol in rats after a 60 min infusion. Portions of liver, kidney,
spleen, heart, lung, skeletal muscle, and bone marrow were removed and analyzed by LC/MS/MS
and LC/radioflow detection to profile and identify metabolites (Solon, Unpublished Data)

Conversely, QWBA can also reveal the tissue distribution characteristics of high
clearance drugs and/or the effects of enzyme induction, which may end or prolong
further development of the drug. Figure 6.10 shows the resulting distribution pattern
of a drug that induced its own metabolism and clearance (Solon et al. 2002). The
data obtained at 24 h after the last of five daily oral doses of the same drug showed
that the elimination after multiple dosing was more rapid than after a single dose
and thus tissue exposure was notably lower. In most cases, this would end further
development of the compound; however, concentrations in the heart, liver, and
intestinal tract were present, which may be high enough to be efficacious for specific therapeutic treatments.
QWBA is often used in drug discovery to answer a variety of questions and/or to
understand issues related to drug–drug interactions, inhibition and induction of
metabolism, and the effects of drug transporters. These studies may utilize genetically modified animals such as p-glycoprotein knockout models, or the intentional
use of specific drugs that are known to induce or inhibit specific metabolic enzymes.
Figure 6.11 shows the effect of aminobenzotriazole (ABT), which is an indiscriminate inhibitor of P450 enzymes, on the tissue distribution of an aromatase inhibitor
designed to treat cancer (Solon et al. 2002). This example showed researchers that
a metabolite of the drug was able to penetrate the brain, which was an intended
target, while the intact parent compound did not. This could be a benefit or liability
depending on the nature of the metabolite, but this simple two animal study pointed
out a potential toxicity issue that might need to be considered while moving the
drug candidate through discovery.
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Fig. 6.9 Retention of drug-derived radioactivity in rat tissues. Whole-body autoradiographs of
two rats given similar IV doses of a 14C-labeled compound and were sacrificed at 0.5 (top) and 48
(bottom) h post-dose. Autoradiographs showed little or no decline in the amount of drug-derived
radioactivity in tissues at 48 h post-dose, while blood concentrations were below quantifiable limits (from Solon et al. 2002)

It is crucial to determine the penetration and exposure of antibiotics into target
tissues as early as possible to ensure that a given compound will be efficacious. This
is especially true when the tissue to be treated is difficult to penetrate (e.g., brain,
testis, bone). Figure 6.12 shows an autoradiograph of the distribution of
14
C-dalbavancin into bone and related tissues that can be infected by methicillin-
resistant Staphylococcus after related surgical procedures and/or other trauma
(Solon et al. 2007). In this study rabbits were given a single IV dose of 14C-dalbavancin
and one rabbit each was euthanized at various time points up to 336 h post-dose.
The leg of each rabbit was frozen, sectioned, and examined using quantitative autoradiography, which showed that high concentrations of dalbavancin rapidly penetrated bone marrow, epiphyseal plate, periostium, and articular cartilage up to 336 h
after the single dose. These data suggested that dalbavancin would be clinically
useful in treating bone and joint infections.
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Fig. 6.10 Autoradiographs of a 14C-drug in rat before and after enzyme auto-induction and tissue
distribution. (a) Whole-body autoradiograph of drug-derived radioactivity in a rat at 24 h after a
single oral dose of a 14C-labeled drug. (b) Whole-body autoradiograph of drug-derived radioactivity in a rat at 24 h after the last of five daily oral doses of the same drug (days 1–4 administered
unlabeled drug, day 5 administered 14C-labeled drug) (from Solon et al. 2002)

The utilization of quantitative phosphor imaging and MARG to study drug
d istribution in individual complex organs such as the eye, skin, and blood vessels has
helped many investigators gain a better understanding of their drug candidates and
has become a strategy to select lead compounds. The use of the two technologies
offers a powerful combination to obtain a high resolution image of the distribution
into very discreet tissue compartments while providing reliable quantitative data on
tissue concentrations. Figure 6.13 shows a phosphor image of a dog eye after treatment with a radiolabeled test article and MARG images that shows detailed qualitative distribution at the cellular level. In this example the test article was applied
topically and tissue concentrations in the sclera, cornea, iris, conjunctiva, uveal tract,
aqueous and vitreous humors, and lens were determined using the phosphor images
obtained from sections adjacent to the sections used for MARG (Solon 2013).
These techniques were used by Miyaji et al. (Miyaji et al. 2011) to examine the
distribution of a novel δ-protein kinase C inhibitor, which was reversibly conjugated
to a cell penetrating peptide (KAI-9803) in rats. In this study the authors used both
QWBA and MARG to show that KAI-9803 was delivered to target cells in the liver,
heart, and kidney.
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Fig. 6.11 Rat whole-body autoradiographs of 14C-anticancer drug before and after metabolism
inhibition by ABT. ABT decreased tissue:blood ratios ratio from 0.96 to 0.11 and showed that
brain radioactivity was probably due to metabolite instead of parent drug, and suggested that
more intestinal receptors were occupied by the parent molecule instead of metabolite (from
Solon et al. 2002)

Serial whole animal sections can demonstrate not just the distribution of a
r adiolabeled or photonically labeled (see luciferase and QD sections) NCEs. Studies
of cytokine stimulation of DNA synthesis (14C-thymidine incorporation) have also
been very useful in studying the pharmacodynamic responses of biologic therapeutics. Following cytokine administration the body undergoes a cascade of immunostimulatory events which can trigger such outcomes as cytokine storms not unlike
that experienced in patients administered the Tegenro immunotherapeutic antibody.
The extent of a cytokine or biologic entity immunostimulation versus the
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Fig. 6.12 Autoradiographs of 14C-dalbavancin distribution in the hindleg of a male rabbit after a
single IV dose at 20 mg/kg rabbit. Drug-related radioactivity was apparent at 24 h after a single
dose (a), and was observed in tissue at 120 h (b) and up to 336 h (c) after a single dose (from
Solon et al. 2007)
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Fig. 6.13 Phosphor image of a dog eye (A) and micro-autoradiographs of the anterior eye structures (B) and posterior eye structures (C) after a topical administration of a 14C-labeled test drug
showing the localization of drug-derived radioactivity in cornea (C), iris (I), conjunctiva (Conj),
posterior chamber (PC), anterior chamber (AC), uveal tract (U), lens (L), nuclear layer (NL), rods
and cones (RC), and pigmented layer (PL). Radioactivity in (A) appears as a grey-scale image
where black is high radioactivity and white is background. Radioactivity in (B) and (C) appears as
black grains on the hematoxylin- and eosin-stained cryosections (From Solon 2013)

programmed dose escalation, and the extent of the stimulation out in time following
administration, are key development milestones toward clinically acceptable conditions. The role of a cytokine, its mechanism of action, and the steps required to
arrest such stimulatory activities also must be mapped and characterized.
To that end, a study examined the DNA synthetic activity following a clinically
relevant immunostimulatory dose of a cytokine in a murine strain (unpublished
data). Mice were given the cytokine at T = 0, and at 24, 48, and 72 h post cytokine
administration the animals were administered a labeling dose of 14C-thymidine to
map the extent of DNA synthetic areas relative to naive controls. Figure 6.14a
(Panel A and B) and Fig. 6.14b (Panel A and B) represent the biodistribution of
DNA synthetic activity at 24 and 72 h after cytokine stimulation (with similar serial
sectioning of a control mouse in A). We will not cover the labeling method as this
is relatively standard in such analyses. However, it is important to note in these
images the relative increase in non-hematopoietic along with the other normally
stem cell progenitor synthetic tissues, such as the gastrointestinal tract crypt cells
and bone marrow. The DNA precursor demonstrates a uniform hematopoietic and
gastrointestinal uptake in both sets of controls (A panels) and the uptake and expression of DNA synthesis continues well beyond the clearance of the intravenously
administered cytokine, which in this study, and at the dose administered, had an

Fig. 6.14 (continued) (RES) clearance via the spleen. Note the high accumulation in the white
pulp islands of the spleen seen as punctate accumulations located in situ. A. Five serial 30 μm
sections of a rat at 4 h post-injection of the cytokine. B. The serial spleen images seen in the
whole animal sections is depicted next to the histology image of an H&E-stained spleen demonstrating the purple islands of nuclear stained white cells. Spleen histology courtesy of: http://
wahoo.nsm.umass.edu (free image). Full systemic blood clearance is noted in the cardiac chamber image in section 5 along with the void in the portal vein in the liver (images from Moyer;
unpublished data)
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Fig. 6.14 (a) Serial 20 μm sections (L → R) through mice (Control and Cytokine-stimulated) at
24 h. Immunosynthetic changes in the mouse at 24 h following a stimulatory administration of a
clinical dose of a cytokine at T = 0. Animal sacrifice was at 2 h post thymidine at 24 h post cytokine. A. Control (unstimulated) mouse at 24 h after vehicle; B. Cytokine-stimulated mouse at 24 h.
Images are of the distribution of C-14 Thymidine uptake representing stimulation of DNA synthesis. Note the heavy uptake in the normal animal is primarily associated with bone marrow, spleen,
and GI, while the stimulated mouse has much more universal stimulation of DNA synthesis (from
Moyer; unpublished data). (b) The same experiment as Fig. 14.a, but the thymidine tracer was
administered at 72 h post stimulation (or vehicle). A. Control (unstimulated) mouse at 72 h post
vehicle. B. Cytokine-stimulated mouse at 72 h post cytokine. Note the extensive DNA stimulation
remains “ON” (a “PD effect”) even out to 72 h post cytokine administration. Serial whole mouse
sagittal sections (20 μm) from the left side to the right side of each animal (spleen is in the first
upper left section). (from Moyer; unpublished data). (c) Example of a cytokine formulation that
resulted in an unpredicted in vivo clumping of the protein followed by rapid reticuloendothelial
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Fig. 6.14 (continued)

intravenous half-life of only 2 h yet immunosynthetic activities remain highly active
well into 72 h post cytokine administration and in the multiple non-hematopoietic
and gastrointestinal tissues. Organ distribution of radiotracers or water content and
diffusibility (diffusion tensor imaging of MR, see Chap. 11) are also accomplished
by dissection and LSC, and imaging of dissected organ approaches. An example of
an imaging of a dissected organ was used in a program of drug development to
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Fig. 6.14 (continued)

image cholesterol-laden plaques in arterial segments. This was a program to develop
a somatostatin analog, which binds to highly expressed SSTR receptors in the
underlying injured vascular tissue, which is capped by cholesterol deposition. The
New Zealand White (NZW) rabbit has historically been used as a model of cholesterol deposition on arterial walls. The natural history of aortic arch injury by cholesterol (and also by aortic stripping injury by balloon catheterization) in this animal
model has been used in the study of atherosclerotic disease.
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Fig. 6.14 (continued)

In the late 1980s it was noted that somatostatin receptors were expressed in vascular tissue and that they are up- and downregulated dependent on the state of arterial injury (unpublished data, Moyer). Early injuries of plaque deposition and
vascular damage by attenuation of feeder blood flow (weeks to 4 months) following
balloon catheterization for endothelial stripping of the distal artery and/or high cholesterol (1–3 % of the daily herbivore diet) are shown in Fig. 6.15.

Fig. 6.14 (continued)
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Fig. 6.15 An example of both ex vivo gamma camera and en face film imaging (i.e., radiograph)
of aortic (atherosclerosis-test and control) and esophageal (NEG control tissue) isolates. The
upper image depicts three tissue explants from three NZW rabbits (two test and one control)
where cholesterol-fed rabbits exhibited a thick adherent depot of plaque over the aortic arch
vascular wall. A Tc-99m SST (somatostatin) receptor (−R) antagonist peptide under development at the time was for development of a diagnostic imaging test to detect SSTR upregulation
associated with aortic injury from chronic cholesterol exposure in the diet resulting in injured
arterial walls. The peptide showed dramatic uptake in the cholesterol-laden aortic arch relative to
associated (parallel and coincidently imaged in vivo) control tissue (>7 % ID/g versus <0.2 %
ID/g), the uninjured esophagus. The issue of further development was hampered by the lack of
an ability to associate a progressive SSTR expression relative to the cholesterol uptake with the
natural history. It was found that as the animals experienced prolonged exposure and progressively injured more of the arterial segment, there was not a consistent or predictable expression
of the SSTR signal along the arterial segment. Early disease was seen to show SSTR expression
that would aid in predictive diagnostic but late stage disease, the more common to be seen clinically, diminished in SSTR signal proportionally to the extent of underlying vascular injury
(Moyer, unpublished data)
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Quantitative Imaging for Drug Development

The determination of tissue distribution of new drugs is often required by regulatory
agencies for new drug registration and for their development. In the mid-1990s
regulatory agencies, such as the Japanese Ministry of Health and the US FDA, made
formal statements about the acceptability of QWBA data for new drug registration
(Solon and Kraus 2002) and QWBA has become the technique of choice because
the data provides much more detailed information than the former organ homogenate techniques.
Tissue PK information not only provides researchers with a way to examine
detailed compartmentalized drug concentration information, but it also enables the
determination of specific target tissue PK/pharmacodynamic (PK/PD) modeling,
and the estimation of human tissue radiation exposure during human radiolabeled
studies that are needed to examine human drug metabolism. Prior to the implementation of QWBA, organ dissection and LSC assays provided only a rough estimate
of organ exposure to radiation and unfortunately less accurate tissue exposure information. This becomes important when a radiolabeled drug is retained in a discreet
tissue within an organ with heterogenous tissue composition, such as the eye, kidney, and adrenal glands. In these cases the actual tissue concentration would be
underestimated by LSC assay of organ homogenates because high concentrations in
a discreet tissue would be diluted by low concentrations in surrounding tissues in an
organ homogenate. This could lead to incorrect decisions about drug and/or radiation exposure.
Furthermore, classical dissection/LSC organ distribution studies often used an
insufficient number of time points to reliably determine PK parameters for many
organs. This was primarily a resource decision because organ homogenate studies
require the use of three animals per time point due to the inherent variability introduced by organ collection (i.e., variable trimming and exsanguination at necropsy)
and the extensive sample processing required for that technique. QWBA, which
utilizes intact animals that have not been processed to any great extent, has shown
much less variability (Coulston and Carr 2000; Solon and Kraus 2002) and so these
studies are designed to include the analysis of more time points, which lead to more
reliable PK data for more tissues. A typical, well-designed QWBA tissue distribution study includes the use of one animal per time and 8–12 time points. The study
may also include extra animals that are maintained on the study after the QWBA
data from the initial time points are examined. Most studies are designed such that
the last animal carcass is collected at 5–7 days after a single dose administration.
Another general guideline is to set the last time point to be at least 10 times the drug
half-life in plasma, but researchers must consider that tissues will probably have
very different half-lives and often it is many times longer than the half-life observed
in plasma. To ensure that elimination can be verified from all tissues an extra animal
may be added to the study such that it could be analyzed at a time point after the
main study data have been examined. This provides researchers with an opportunity
to determine the elimination of drug-related radioactivity from tissues that may
retain it much longer than other tissues. This is especially useful if a drug and/or its
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metabolites associate with melanin in pigmented tissues, such as the retina of the
eye, meninges of the central nervous system, and pigmented skin, which could pose
a radiation safety concern to humans during a clinical radiolabeled study (Roffey
et al. 2007). In these situations, it is not unusual to see very slow elimination from
pigmented tissues that can last for several weeks.
Male pigmented rats are used most often for tissue distribution studies, however,
the animal model that best represents the expected pharmacokinetics in humans
should be used whenever possible. This includes the examination of placental transfer of radiolabeled drugs in lab animals, such as that conducted at the Walter Reed
Army Institute of Research (Li et al. 2008), who used QWBA to further clarify
embryotoxicity of artesunate and its metabolite dihydroartemisinin in pregnant rats.
Their work highlighted the importance of obtaining knowledge about partitioning
of xenobiotics after introduction into the body and how that data can be used in the
assessment of physiology-based pharmacokinetic modeling.
QWBA is routinely performed using all types of laboratory animals, which
includes mice, hamsters, rats, guinea pigs, rabbits, ferrets, cats, dogs, and nonhuman primates. The large format cryomicrotome used for QWBA can adapt to any
carcass or portion of a carcass that can fit into a frozen block that is approximately
40 cm long by 15 cm wide by 15 cm high. This added versatility provides for interspecies comparisons, which, for example, can be useful when researchers need to
compare tissue PK parameters of the toxicology model (e.g., rat, mouse, or dog) to
the pharmacology/efficacy model (e.g., guinea pig, rabbit, cat). This can be very
valuable in explaining different results across species and was used by Pharmacia
and Upjohn to study the pharmacokinetics of latanoprost in the cynomolgus monkey (Sjöquist et al. 1999). In this study radiolabeled latanoprost was administered
topically to the eye of monkeys and QWBA was performed. The results revealed
that drug-derived radioactivity had traveled through the lachrymal ducts and that
high concentrations were present in the gastrointestinal tract, kidney, liver, blood,
bile, and urine.
Researchers are often faced with a decision regarding where to place a radioactive label for their development studies. One important consideration is whether or
not the isotope placement will enable the tracking of a particular metabolite and/or
if a particular metabolite will be retained for a longer period of time than another.
To help address this researchers sometime perform a QWBA tissue distribution
study using a test article that has been labeled in two different places and then dosing two separate groups of animals to compare the tissue distribution patterns and
PK of the drug-derived radioactivity from the two versions of the radiolabeled test
article.
Figure 6.16 shows some of the results of such an experiment where a tissue distribution study in rats was conducted for Compound X (Solon 2013). Two batches
of Compound X were prepared and each was labeled with 14C at different positions
on the molecule because Compound X had two known metabolites that were from
two different parts of the molecule.
The two versions of the 14C-labeled compound were administered to two groups
of rats and tissue concentrations determined using QWBA analysis. The goal was to
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Fig. 6.16 Distribution of dual radiolabeled compound in rat kidney (concentrations shown in μg
equivalents of 14C-drug/g tissue; BQL = below quantifiable limits; NI—not identifiable in image
[i.e. BQL]). Two batches of the parent molecule were prepared and each was labeled with 14C at
two different positions on the molecules so that the metabolites could be imaged and tissue concentrations determined using QWBA. The goal being to determine specific tissue exposure to each
metabolite to address safety concerns (from Solon 2013)

track the tissue distribution of the radioactivity associated with each metabolite and
parent drug and to correlate specific tissue exposure to each metabolite in an attempt
to address safety concerns. It also helped investigators to see if the radioactivity
from one of the radiolabeled versions would be eliminated faster than the other,
which would provide decreased radiation exposure to humans during a clinical
radiolabeled study. In this example, the concentration of drug-derived radioactivity
from Label A in brain tissue were approximately half that observed after administration of Label B. Differential distribution was also observed in the kidney cortex
and medulla. The resulting human estimations of radiation exposure to brain and the
different tissues of the kidney obtained using the two versions of the radiolabeled
compound were substantially different and helped to guide the choice of radiolabel
for the human study as well as providing clues to the localization of a metabolite
responsible for potential safety concerns.
Regulatory agencies are also concerned with the safety of substances used as drug
carriers and/or to facilitate the sustained release of drugs and QWBA has been used
to track the released drug as well carries, such as liposomes. Willis et al. examined the
distribution of [1-14C] -2-erucoyl)-DEPC DepoFoam® Formulation (Pacira
Pharmaceuticals, Inc., San Diego, CA) in rats and showed that it was widely distributed and metabolized via normal pathways (Willis et al. 2011). This multivesicular
liposome product was widely distributed, after a subcutaneous injection, and relatively high concentrations were found in lymph nodes and brown adipose (see
Fig. 6.17).
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Fig. 6.17 14C-DepoFoam® in rats after a subcutaneous injection. Whole-body autoradiographs at
2 days after single subcutaneous administration of 14C-DEPC in DepoFoam® formulation (from
Solon 2013)

6.8 MALDI-MSI Case Studies
MALDI-MSI of compounds and metabolites is currently being applied to support
ADME studies during drug discovery and development in combination with established methods, but it can also be used to examine biomarkers in the form of proteins
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and lipids. An example of the latter was demonstrated by Sparvero et al. (Sparvero
et al. 2012) who used MALDI-MSI to improve spectral and spatial resolution, sensitivity and specificity in identifying a low abundance of lipid species in tissue sections
used for microscopy. Their work may lead to new discoveries in lipid metabolism,
and biomarkers associated with area-specific alterations or damage from stress and/
or diseases, such as traumatic brain injury, acute lung injury, or other such conditions.
In a related sense, Schober et al. (Schober et al. 2012), who were also interested in
examining the spatial distribution of proteins, used a trypsin spraying device to digest
tissue sections which were then analyzed by MALDI-MSI to detect the resulting
peptides from within myelin. Tryptic peptides in tissue were spatially resolved at
50 μm and several tryptic peptides of myelin-matched known spatial distributions.
Additionally, numerous other tryptic peptides were identified. MALDI-MSI images
were generated with a mass range of Δm/z = 0.01 μ. Their work also showed that MS
images with lower selectivity could result in misleading information about the spatial
distribution of tryptic peptides. They concluded that their methods significantly
improved spatial resolution of tryptic peptides using a low-ppm mass accuracy in a
single experiment, which provided highly reliable and specific information.
The most commonly used application of MALDI-MSI for drug discovery and
development has been to identify the parent drug and metabolites in tissues and that is
well demonstrated in work done by Prideaux et al. (Prideaux et al. 2011) when they
used it better understand drug efficacy of a drug to treat tuberculosis (TB) and how
efficiently certain drugs reached the site of action. These researchers applied MALDIMSI to image the distribution of the second-line TB drug moxifloxacin at different
time points after dosing. They were able to monitor selected multiple ion transitions of
moxifloxacin in tuberculosis-infected rabbit lung biopsies in less than 15 min per tissue section. They also used a reference standard during the matrix spraying process
that enabled normalization of the ion-suppressing effects of the inhomogeneous lung
tissue. They found that the drug accumulated in granulomatous lesions at levels higher
than that in surrounding lung tissue from 1.5 h post-dose until the final time point.
They validated their MALDI-MSI findings of moxifloxacin distribution against quantitative LC/MS/MS analysis of lung and granuloma extracts from adjacent biopsies
taken from the same animals. They concluded that non-homogeneous drug distribution occurred within the granulomas and that the caseum had very low levels compared to the cellular granuloma regions. This study also demonstrated that MALDI-MSI
a rapid and sensitive method for analyzing the distribution of anti-TB compounds and
they have applied this approach to their routine assessments in future studies.
Investigators at imabiotech have shown, in an application note imabiotech (Hamm
et al. 2012), that the utility of Quantitative Mass Spectometry Imaging (QMSI) to
evaluate the amount of mouse insulin in 10 μm thick sections of mouse pancreas on
a glass slide on which they placed micro-droplets of human insulin at varying concentrations to serve as calibrators. They analyzed the samples using an AutoFlex
speed LRF MALDI-TOF mass spectrometer (Bruker Daltonics, Bremen, Germany)
equipped with a Smart beam II laser used at a repetition rate of 1,000 Hz that was
optimized to detect insulin. A diagram of the workflow is presented in Fig. 6.18 and
the calibration curve and image of the standards is presented in Fig. 6.19.
The resulting images (shown in Fig. 6.20) corresponded to the distribution
of normalized mouse insulin and showed response of the molecule in tissue.
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Fig. 6.18 MALDI-MSI Quantitation Workflow Diagram MALDI MS Imaging process. Analytes
are simultaneously desorbed from the animal section in a defined raster. Out of the acquired spectra specific molecular images are calculated (from Solon et al. 2010)
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The tissues were subsequently stained with methylene blue to show the islets of
Langerhans on tissue section (light blue region of the optical image of Fig. 6.20).
The technique showed that insulin was mainly localized to the Islets of Langerhans
islets, which is site of peptide translation. Glucagon-related ions (m/z 3,483) were
also observed on mass spectra from the Islets of Langerhans, but it was not quantified in the study. The concentration of mouse insulin in whole pancreas tissue was
determined to be approximately 260 μg/g of tissue. The study showed that there was
an inter-sample mean variation of 30 %, which is a widely accepted criteria for the
study of biological samples using mass spectrometry imaging.
In conclusion the field of MALDI-MSI has been well-developed over the last 10
years and it is now being used to quantitatively evaluate small and large molecule
drugs and to examine biomarkers during the drug discovery and development.
However, compared to QWBA methods, MALDI-MSI requires much more time to
obtain a complete PK profile of the 30–40 tissues routinely measured for drug distribution studies. Nevertheless, as methods and technologies of MALDI-MSI
improve, the use of radiolabeled drugs and QWBA for determining tissue distribution may be replaced by MALDI-MSI-based technologies in the future.

6.9

 IMS: Sub-Micrometer Cellular and Tissue Imaging
S
in Drug Discovery

Previous molecular imaging analysis of individual cells required fluorescent labeling
of the molecule of interest, which is problematic due to limited available anti-lipid
antibodies and alterations in the lipid chemical properties due to insertion of fluorescent probes (Debois et al. 2007). SIMS has been applied to the imaging of elements
in cells at high-spatial resolution (Maier et al. 2002; Chandra et al. 2000), but analyzing elements in isolation only provides limited information to the biochemist who is
usually more concerned with larger biomolecules and/or compounds.
Due to the advancements in primary ion source technology, it is also possible to
acquire high spatial resolution microprobe images of important biological molecules in individual cells, and both static and dynamic SIMS have been used for this
purpose. Lipids and sterols are the predominantly analyzed species, examples of
which include cholesterol (Strick et al. 2002), sphingomyelin (Ostrowski et al.
2007) and phosphatidylcholine (McQuaw et al. 2007). Recent studies utilizing these
capabilities include the analysis of cellular membrane components to understand
the behavior and function of the major lipid constituents and separate research
groups have imaged individual glial (Fletcher et al. 2008) and neuroblastoma (Parry
and Winograd 2005) cells (as shown in Fig. 6.21). Relative semiquantitative SIMS
imaging analysis of cholesterol has been reported in the membranes of macrophage
cells treated to contain elevated levels of cholesterol with respect to control cells
(Strick et al. 2002). These authors observed a statistically significant signal increase
of over 100 % in images from the treated cells by using the signal of C5H9+ (at m/z
69) as an internal standard.
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Fig. 6.21 SIMS Images of individual neuroblastoma cells after deposition of 1 nm gold. (a)
Cholesterol [M-OH]. (b) Diacyglcerol. (c) Overlay showing the co-localization of the two species.
Scale bar 100 μm (From Solon et al. 2010 as adapted with permission from Parry and Winograd
2005; with permission)

Fig. 6.22 Negative ion SIMS Images obtained from a rat brain section using a Bi3+ primary ion
source. Analysis window is 256 × 256 pixels, pixel size 70 × 70 μm. Color overlays show the different localizations of the following negative ions: (a) m/z (255 + 283, red), m/z 892 (green), and m/z
771 (blue); (b) m/z 255 (blue) and m/z 283 (red) (from Solon et al. 2010 as adapted with permission
from Altelaar et al. 2006; with permission)

Lower resolution imaging, that encompasses a larger imaging window, can be
used for the localization of molecules over larger tissue areas (e.g., biopsy sections)
or even sections of entire organs. Imaging SIMS technologies have been applied to a
wide range of biological tissues including whole brain sections (as shown in Fig. 6.22)
(Altelaar et al. 2006), aorta (Touboul et al. 2005), liver (Malmberg et al. 2007), kidney
(Debois et al. 2009), muscle (Nygren et al. 2005), and skin (Magnusson et al. 2008).
Lipids remain the major analyte class investigated with larger window SIMS
imaging and one such example is the localization of globotriaosylceramide and
digalactosylceramide as biomarkers of Fabry disease in skin and kidney biopsies of
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patients (Magnusson et al. 2008). Clear accumulations of both lipids were observed
in patients in comparison to healthy volunteers as well as co-localization with the
distribution of vitamin E and cholesterol.
In an effort to better understand tuberculosis (TB) drug efficacy and how efficiently certain drugs reach their site of action, Prideaux et al. (Prideaux et al. 2011)
used MALDI-MSI to image the distribution of the second-line TB drug moxifloxacin within tuberculosis-infected rabbit lung biopsies at various times after dosing.
They found that the drug accumulated in granulomatous lesions at higher concentrations than in surrounding lung tissues. They also validated their findings by analyzing lung and granuloma extracts from adjacent biopsies obtained from the same
animals using quantitative LC/MS/MS analysis. Non-homogeneous drug distribution was observed in granulomas, and very low levels were observed in the caseum.

6.10

Regulatory Considerations

Regulatory agencies in developed countries have played pivotal roles in the development of new drugs and these agencies have made great progress to harmonize
their requirements to approve new drugs. Communication among members of the
US FDA, European Union, World Health Organization, Japanese Ministry of Health,
and other regulatory agencies around the world has vastly improved since the early
1980s and now many of the requirements to register new drugs are very similar.
Furthermore, developing countries can now more easily model their new drug
approval processes after those in the developed nations due to technologies such as
the internet and outreach organizations such as the World Health Organization.
Although most regulatory agencies do not require tissue distribution information
during the drug discovery phase, it is often helpful for researchers to have some radiolabeled ADME data prior to elevating a drug into the development phase. Early
ADME data can alert researchers to potential issues such as those discussed earlier.
For companies that focus on out-licensing of their new drugs a limited ADME package
is also a good sales tool that gives prospective buyers and/or collaborators information
to make better decisions on how to proceed into a deal. The decision to perform and
include preclinical radiolabeled ADME study data in an Innovative New Drug (IND)
application is usually up to the pharmaceutical company and most companies will
include that data if it is available. However, it is not required unless a human radiolabeled study will be run prior to or during Phase I studies, and in that case a human
radiation dosimetry estimation, which relies on animal tissue distribution data, must
be performed and the FDA has issued a guidance for that situation (US FDA 2010).
Today most regulatory agencies require that pharmaceutical companies include
preclinical radiolabeled ADME studies as part of New Drug Applications (NDA)
applications. This is because they provide the best data for choosing the toxicology
models and doses, and they provide insight into human metabolism for safety evaluation. Thus, better decisions can be made about tissue exposures of the parent compound and its metabolites. Furthermore, it is absolutely necessary to perform
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preclinical radiolabeled tissue distribution studies in nonclinical models prior to
human radiolabel studies so that human radiation dosimetry estimates can be made.
Of course there are exceptions to the rule that radiolabeled studies need to be
conducted for NDAs. The most common exception is when the new drug is to treat
a life-threatening disease such as terminal cancer or orphan diseases. In these cases,
limited tissue distribution studies may be performed, but they are usually to confirm
that targeted tumor and/or other possible therapeutic targets will be adequately
exposed to the test drug. Otherwise efficacy and toxicology studies are usually adequate to enable the conduct of further clinical studies.

6.11

 onclusion and Future Perspectives
C
(Taken from Solon 2013)

The impact of the use of radiolabeled compounds for studying tissue distribution has
been enormous over the history of drug discovery and development. The use of autoradiography image analysis has all but replaced the former techniques of organ
homogenate LSC analysis in less than two decades. Autoradiography has been proven
time and again to extend the knowledge of drug disposition by providing true tissuelevel concentration data that details tissue exposures and helps to guide the decisions
about drug safety, pharmacology, efficacy, and can help solve the challenges that can
turn a chemical into a useful drug that saves lives. Until technology can offer efficient
ways to quantify chemical entities in complex matrices, such as the multitude of tissues in the human body, radiolabeled compounds will need to be used as the most
efficient way to do this job. Whole-body and micro-autoradiography techniques will
continue to be utilized to uncover the mysteries surrounding tissue distribution of
new drugs. This is because newer in vivo radio-imaging modalities, such as positron
emission topography or florescence imaging (30) cannot offer the same high resolution and length of tracking time provided by stable, low energy 14C- and tritiumlabeled compounds. Furthermore, the new applications of MALDI-MS imaging and
secondary ion mass spectrometric imaging (SIMS) technologies, which can identify
non-radiolabeled parent drug molecules and metabolites in tissue samples, cannot yet
be used to provide quantitative data. This is due to the various matrix effects imposed
by each tissue type, which need to be accounted for in order to provide reliable quantification and this is not thought to be possible for many years to come.
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